Abstract. We study the size of the set of points where the α-divided difference of a function in the Hölder class Λα is bounded below by a fixed positive constant. Our results are obtained from their discrete analogues which can be stated in the language of dyadic martingales. Our main technical result in this setting is a sharp estimate of the Hausdorff measure of the set of points where a dyadic martingale with bounded increments has maximal growth.
Introduction
For 0 < α < 1 let Λ α (R) be the Hölder class of functions f : R → R such that there exists a constant C = C(f ) > 0 with |f (x) − f (y)| ≤ C|x − y| α for any x, y ∈ R. The infimum of such constants C is denoted by f α . For b > 1, G.H. Hardy proved in [Har16] that the Weierstrass function
is in Λ α (R) and exhibits the extreme behavior
at any point x ∈ R. The main purpose of this note is to study the α-divided differences defined as
for functions f ∈ Λ α (R). Let σ be the standard Haar measure of (0, ∞) defined as
Hence σ[h, 1] = log h −1 , 0 < h < 1. For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , let D k be the collection of dyadic intervals in R of generation or rank k of the form [j2 −k , (j + 1)2 −k ) where j is an integer. Let D = ∪D k be the collection of all dyadic intervals. For 0 < s ≤ 1 let H s (E) denote the dyadic Hausdorff measure of the set E ⊂ R, that is, H s (E) = lim δ→0 H s δ (E), with H s δ (E) = inf
where the infimum is taken over all collections of dyadic intervals {I j } of length |I j | < δ with E ⊂ I j . The Hausdorff dimension of E, denoted by dim(E), is the infimum of the indices s > 0 such that H s (E) < ∞. Let f ∈ Λ α (R). Roughly speaking, our first result says that at almost every point x ∈ R
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either ∆ α (f )(x, h) is small for a significant set of scales h > 0 or ∆ α (f )(x, h) oscillates around the origin infinitely often when h tends to 0. Theorem 1. Let 0 < α < 1 and f ∈ Λ α (R). At almost every point x ∈ R such that there exists a constant δ = δ(x) > 0 with For any b > 1 and 0 < α < 1, the Weierstrass function f b,α defined in (1) satisfies condition (3) (and also (4)) at any point x ∈ R for certain uniform constants δ = δ(b, α) and c = c(b, α). This is discussed after the proof of Theorem 1 at the end of Section 3. Observe that in both the assumption and conclusion of Theorem 1, one uses σ to measure the set of scales where ∆ α (f )(x, t) is not small. Our next result shows that this is essential.
Theorem 2. Let 0 < α < 1. Then there exists a function f ∈ Λ α (R) such that at almost every x ∈ R one has lim sup The α-divided differences ∆ α (f )(x, h) of a function f ∈ Λ α (R) may oscillate as h tends to 0 at every point x ∈ R. However our next result says that the set of x ∈ R where ∆ α (f )(x, h) is bounded below by a positive constant as h → 0, is always small in the sense that one can estimate its Hausdorff dimension.The statement of our results use the following entropy (5) Φ(η) = 1 + η 2 log 2 2 1 + η + 1 − η 2 log 2 2 1 − η , 0 < η < 1.
The entropy function Φ appears naturally in the study of the dimension of various sets and measures appearing in dynamical and probabilistic contexts. See the survey [Heu017] and the references there.
We first prove discrete versions of our results which will be stated in the language of dyadic martingales. For x ∈ R and k ≥ 0 let I k (x) be the unique interval in D k which contains x. Also |E| denotes the Lebesgue measure of the measurable set E ⊂ R. A dyadic martingale is a sequence of locally integrable functions S = {S k } such that for any k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , the function S k is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra F k generated by D k and the conditional expectation of S k+1 respect to F k is S k . In other words, for any k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , the function S k is constant in each dyadic interval of D k and (6)
for any I ∈ D k . The main idea of the proof of our results is to consider the dyadic martingale {S n } defined as
and to establish discrete versions of our results. These discrete versions are based on the following estimate which has independent interest. Let {S n } be a dyadic martingale with bounded increments, that is, satisfying {S n } * = sup n S n+1 − S n ∞ < ∞. In the seminal paper [Mak89] , Makarov used the subclass of Bloch martingales to study the boundary behavior of functions in the Bloch space and the metrical properties of harmonic measure in simply connected domains of the complex plane. It is clear that S n − S 0 ∞ ≤ {S n } * n. Our next result provides an estimate of the size of the set of points x ∈ R where S n (x) grows as a proportion of n.
Theorem 4. Let {S n } be a dyadic martingale with S n+1 − S n ∞ ≤ 1 for n = 1, 2, . . .. For 0 < η < 1 consider the set
The result is sharp in the sense that there are dyadic martingales {S n } with {S n } * = 1 such that dim E(γ) = Φ(γ). Actually we will show that these examples correspond to the classical result of Besicovitch [Bes35] (generalized later by Eggleston in [Egg49] ) on the Hausdorff dimension of sets of real numbers which are defined by their digital expansions. Observe that if f ∈ Λ α (R), the martingale {S n } defined in (7) satisfies sup n 2 −n(1−α) S n ∞ ≤ f α . Fix 0 < β < 1. Theorem 4 is used to study the size of the set of points of maximal growth of dyadic martingales {T n } satisfying the growth condition sup n 2 −nβ T n ∞ < ∞. In particular we obtain discrete analogues of Theorems 1 and 3 which are collected in the following statement. Corollary 1. Let 0 < β < 1 and let {T n } be a dyadic martingale with sup n 2 −nβ T n − T n−1 ∞ ≤ 1.
(a) For 0 < γ < 1, consider the set G(γ) of points x ∈ R such that
there exists a constant c = c(x) > 0 such that
It is worth mentioning that the strategy of obtaining continuous results from their dyadic analogues has certain limitations. Fix 0 < β < 1 and let {T n } be a dyadic martingale such that sup n 2 −nβ T n ∞ < ∞. Fern?ndez, Heinonen and Llorente proved the following 0 − 1 Law: for any interval I either {T n (x)} converges at a set of points x ∈ I of positive length or there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Here M 1−β denotes the (1 − β)-Hausdorff content. See [FHL96] . However the continuous analogue of this result fails. Actually a Hölder continuous function may oscillate wildly around every point.
Theorem 5. Let 0 < α < 1. Then there exists a function f ∈ Λ α (R) and a constant C > 0 such that for any point x ∈ R there exist two sequences
of positive numbers, converging to zero, such that
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 4 and Corollary 1. In Section 3 we consider the accumulated α-divided difference and deduce Theorems 1 and 3 from Theorem 4. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 2. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5. Finally Section 6 is devoted to another application of Theorem 4 to estimate the size of the set where a function in the Bloch space has maximal growth.
Proof of Theorem 4
The proof of Theorem 4 uses the following two elementary auxiliary results. The first one is certainly well known but its short proof is included for the sake of completeness. 
Proof. We can assume that A has infinitely many different dyadic intervals. Fixed δ > 0, let A(δ) be the collection of maximal dyadic intervals of A of length smaller than δ. Observe that E is contained in the union of the intervals of A(δ). Hence
By maximality the intervals of A(δ) are pairwise disjoint. Hence the assumption gives that
which finishes the proof.
Lemma 2. Let 0 < η < 1 and let x k ∈ R with |x k | ≤ 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , N . Assume that
It is worth mentioning that if N 0 = N (1 + η)/2 is an integer, the choice x k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ N 0 and
Proof. The convexity of the function f (t) = log 2 2(1 + ηt) −1 , |t| < 1, gives that
Consider X = N k=1 x k . Adding over k in the previous estimate one obtains
Applying (11), one deduces
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. We can assume that S 0 = 0. If I is a dyadic interval of length 2 −n we denote by S(I) the constant value of S n at I, that is, S(I) = S n (x), x ∈ I. Consider the collection A of dyadic intervals I such that S(I) ≥ η log 2 (1/|I|). By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to construct a positive Borel measure µ on [0, 1] such that
The measure µ is constructed inductively by prescribing its mass on every dyadic interval. Define µ([0, 1]) = 1. Let I be a dyadic interval and assume µ(I) has been defined. Let I − and I + be the two dyadic intervals contained in I of length |I − | = |I + | = |I|/2. Denote by ∆S(I − ) (respectively ∆S(I + )) the jump of the martingale at I − (respectively I + ), that is,
This defines a probability measure µ on [0, 1]. Given a dyadic interval I of length 2 −N and 0 ≤ k ≤ N , let I k be the unique dyadic interval of length 2 −k which contains I. Then
Observe that
Then the estimate (12) follows from Lemma 2.
Let us now discuss the sharpness in Theorem 4. Let {x n (x)}, n = 1, 2, . . . be the sequence of binary digits of the point x ∈ [0, 1]. Consider the dyadic martingale {S n } defined as S 0 ≡ 0, and
is the number of ones in the first n binary digits of x, then S n (x) = 2k n (x) − n. For 0 < η < 1 we have
and it is a classical result of Besicovitch that this set has Hausdorff dimension Φ(η). See [Bes35] . Actually it is also known that
See [CCC04] and the references there. Fix 0 < β < 1. We will be interested in dyadic martingales {T n } satisfying the growth condition
However it will be more convenient to use the equivalent condition
We start with the following consequence of Theorem 4.
Proof. Consider the dyadic martingale {S n } defined by S 0 = 0 and
Summation by parts gives that
Let us now discuss the sharpness in Corollary 2. Actually we will show that there exists a dyadic martingale {T n } with {T n } β, * = 1 for which dim H(γ) = Φ(γ(1 − 2 −β )). If {S n } is the dyadic martingale defined in (13), consider the dyadic martingale {T n } defined by T 0 = 0 and
By (17), x ∈ H(γ) if and only if
Corollary 3. Let {S n } be a dyadic martingale. Assume that there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Proof. For positive integers N and k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, consider the set
We now prove Corollary 1.
Proof of Corollary 1. Let H(γ) be the set defined in the statement of Corollary 2. Writing T n − T 0 as sum of T k − T k−1 , we observe that sup n 2 −nβ T n ∞ < ∞. Then we deduce that G(γ) ⊂ H(γ). So, part (a) of Corollary 1 follows from Corollary 2. Part (b) follows from (a). We now prove (c). Consider the dyadic martingale {S n } defined in (16) and observe that sup n S n −S n−1 ∞ < ∞. Given constants γ > 0 and δ > 0 to be fixed later, pick 0 < η < δγ(1 − γ) −1 . We will show that at almost every point x ∈ R where
we have that
Assume that (18) is satisfied and (19) does not hold. Using (17) we obtain lim sup
Hence the set of points x ∈ R where (18) is satisfied and (19) does not hold, is contained in the set E(τ ). By Theorem 4 it has Hausdorff dimension smaller than 1 and hence, Lebesgue measure zero. This finishes the proof.
Adding α-divided differences
Given f ∈ Λ α (R) and 0 < ε < 1, consider the accumulated α-divided difference given by
It is clear that |Θ ε (f )(x)| ≤ f α log(1/ε) for any x ∈ R. It was proved in [CLN18] that Θ ε (f ) behaves as a dyadic martingale with bounded increments in the sense that there exists a constant C = C(α) > 0 and a dyadic martingale {S n } with
See also [LN14] .
Proof of Theorem 3. Let {S n } be the dyadic martingale satisfying (21). Since f α ≤ 1, we have
By (21), the martingale {S n } satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 3. Observe that if x ∈ G(γ) we have
So, the estimate in (a) follows from Corollary 3. Part (b) follows directly from part (a).
The previous argument also shows the following result.
Corollary 4. Let 0 < α < 1 and f ∈ Λ α (R) with f α ≤ 1. For 0 < η < 1 consider the set E(η) of points x ∈ R such that lim sup
When Θ ε (f )(x) diverges at almost every point, one can find any kind of behavior on sets of Hausdorff dimension 1.
for almost every x ∈ I. Then for any sequence {M k } ∞ k=1 of real numbers there exists a set E ⊂ I with dim E = 1 such that for any x ∈ E there exists a decreasing sequence {ε k } ∞ k=1 of positive numbers tending to 0, such that
Proof. The assumption gives that the martingale {S n } satisfying (21) diverges at almost every point of I as well. Pick a constant C > sup n sup{ Θ ε (f ) − S n ∞ : 2 −n−1 ≤ ε ≤ 2 −n }. One can find a set E ⊂ I with dim E = 1 such that for any x ∈ E there exist increasing sequences n k = n k (x) and
Hence
Makarov proved that a Bloch martingale {S n } that diverges almost everywhere must satisfy
where Λ ϕ is the Hausdorff measure associated to the function ϕ(t) = t log t −1 log log log t −1 . See [Mak89] . So, we may complement Theorem 6 in the following way.
Theorem 7. Let 0 < α < 1 and f ∈ Λ α (R) such that
for almost every x ∈ R. Then the set
has Lebesgue measure zero but Λ ϕ (J) > 0
Proof. Let {S n } be the dyadic martingale satisfying (21). We have
which has Lebesgue measure zero. By assumption for almost every x ∈ R, Θ ε (f )(x) has no limit when ε → 0. Hence the martingale {S n } diverges almost everywhere and by Makarov's result Λ ϕ (J) > 0.
Let us now deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 4. We start with an auxiliary result.
Lemma 3. Let 0 < α < 1 and let f ∈ Λ α (R) with f α = 1. For 0 < δ < 1 and 0 < γ < 1, pick constants 0 < η < δγ(1 − γ) −1 and 0 < γ
we have
Proof. Fixed x ∈ R and ε > 0, consider the sets A = {t ∈ [ε, 1] : 
Then the result follows from Corollary 4.
Proof of Theorem 1. Fix constants 0 < δ < 1 and 0 < γ < 1 and pick η, β and γ * as in Lemma 3. Consider the sets
By Lemma 3, the set A \ B has Lebesgue measure zero. This finishes the proof.
For 0 < α < 1 let Λ * α be the class of functions f ∈ Λ α (R) for which there exists a constant C = C(f ) > 0 such that for any x, h ∈ R there exists h
This condition has appeared in [Bar15] and [BP17] 
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof consists of two parts. First we show the dyadic martingale version of Theorem 2. Then we approximate the α-divided differences by their discrete versions arriving at the continuous statement. 
Proof. It is enough to define {S n } on the unit interval [0, 1). It will be constructed via a double induction argument. More precisely, we define a pair of increasing sequences {k jn } 1≤n≤nj and M j , n ∈ Z + of natural numbers satisfying
and a martingale {S m } such that: (a) for any n ≥ 0 there exists j ≥ 0 such that 2 −mβ S m ≥ −2 −n for m ≥ k jnj + M j , and (b) 2 −mβ S m ≥ 1 3 for at least one number m between k j0 and k jnj + M j on a large portion of [0, 1). We start describing the building block of our construction.
Block construction.
Given a dyadic interval J with |J| = 2 −K and a number δ > 0 we define a building block W (δ, J) as follows.
Consider a nested sequence of dyadic subintervals of J that shrinks to its left end-point. In other words, let J 0 := J, and, given J k−1 define J k := J − k−1 , k ≥ 1 (where I − is the left half-interval of I).
(1−β) log 2 + 1, so that 1 2 ≤ 2 M(1−β) · δ ≤ 1 2 β . Now let h I be a (slightly renormalized) Haar function corresponding to a dyadic interval I, h I (x) = 2χ I − − χ I , and define
Since |J k | = 2 −K−k , then, clearly, s k,J is a martingale difference of rank K + k, and (27) 2
On the other hand
and observe that
In particular, |J M | = 2 −M |J|. To summarize, we have constructed a step function W (δ, J) supported on J whose values are −δ2
Kβ on J \ J M , and δ2
Arranging the blocks, first step. Let δ j := 2 −j−2 , j ∈ Z + . We define a (very lacunary) sequence k mn of numbers in the following way. Put k 00 := 0, J = [0, 1), and S M(δ0) := W (δ 0 , J). Now let k 01 be such that
Then we let
We remind that D i is the collection of dyadic intervals of rank i. We continue iterating the procedure. To elaborate, assume we defined the numbers k 0n and the martingale S i with 0 ≤ i ≤ k 0n + M (δ 0 ). Then we pick k 0(n+1) such that
and
We repeat the construction until we have n = n 0 := log(1−2 −M (δ 0 ) ) log δ0 + 1. Arranging the blocks, second step. We continue to iterate, now also with respect to the parameter j. Assume that we have defined a sequence of numbers {k mn } j−1 m=0 = {{k 0n } n0 n=0 , . . . , {k (j−1)n } nj−1 n=0 } and a sequence of partial sums {S i }, i = 0, . . . , k (j−1)nj−1 + M (δ j−1 ). We apply the procedure from the previous step, now using δ j in place of δ 0 . In other words, we fix a number k j0 ≥ k (j−1)nj−1 such that
and define
as above. Then we proceed to k j1 and so on, until we have n = n j = log(1−2 −M (δ j ) ) log δj + 1 (by our assumptions m j = M (δ j ) ≈ j, and n j ≈ j2 j ).
Behaviour of {S m }.
First we claim that S i satisfies the growth condition, that is
Indeed, fix a number i and consider the largest k jn such that k jn ≤ i. We have two options: (a)
For the option (a) the martingale just stops until we hit the next number k j(n+1) or k (j+1)0 , in any case, clearly, S i = S kjn+M(δj ) , and we have
where m = m(n, j) is either k j(n−1) + M (δ j ), if n ≥ 1, or k (j−1)nj−1 + M (δ j−1 ), if n = 0. In both cases k jn was chosen in such a way that
On the other hand, by construction we have
Option (b) is dealt in the same way, only now we use estimate (27) instead. Next we aim to show that lim inf
Again, it follows from our construction, since the martingale S i consists of very sparse and independent pieces, and by the choice of k jn we always can consider only the tail end of it. In particular, if i ≥ k jn + M (δ j ) for some j, n, then by (28) we have 2 −iβ W (δ j , J) ≥ −2δ j for any J ∈ D kjn , hence using the previous argument we get 2 −iβ S i ≥ −3δ j , which proves the estimate, as well as the last part of the statement.
Finally we want to estimate the size of the set E of points x ∈ R where lim sup i→∞ 2 −iβ S i (x) ≥ 1 5 . Fix a pair of numbers j ∈ Z + and 0 ≤ n ≤ n j − 1. Since, as before,
for any J ∈ D kjn , we can only consider the respective building block W (δ j , J). Now, if |J| = 2 −kjn , we have seen in (30) 
where D m (J) is the collection of dyadic intervals of rank m that lie inside J. The intervals in F (J) are disjoint, and they are uniformly distributed over J (for any I ∈ D k j(n+1) (J) recall that I M(δj ) is a leftmost dyadic subinterval of I of rank k j(n+1) + M (δ j )). It follows that
An interval I ′ is called δ j -special, if there exists a number 0 ≤ n ≤ n j and an interval J ∈ D kjn such that
(where S(I) := S i (x) with x ∈ I and i = log 2 |I| −1 ). It follows from (31) that
Therefore the set F j of points x ∈ [0, 1) where
for all n = 0, . . . , n j , has small Lebesgue measure, namely
by our choice of n j . Hence
Since j δ j ≤ 1, we see immediately that
We make another observation which will be useful later. Given a δ j -special interval I ′ consider the dyadic intervalĨ of the same length that lies immediately on the left of I ′ , in other words, if
−m ) (if the left end-point of I ′ is 0, we putĨ := ∅, so the intervals that fall out of [0, 1) are discarded). These intervals are called left-δ j -special, and their collection is denoted byF j . Arguing as above we see that
so that almost every point x ∈ [0, 1) lies in Ĩ ∈FjĨ for infinitely many j ∈ Z + . Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix β := 1 − α. Consider the martingale {S n } constructed in Lemma 4. We can assume S 0 = 0. We will define a function f defined in the real line as follows. Let f (0) = 0. The relation f (b n ) − f (a n ) := 2 −n S n (I) for any I = [a n , b n ) ∈ D n , n ≥ 0, defines f on the dyadic points of [0, 1] and we extend f to non-dyadic points of [0, 1] by continuity. Observe that since S 0 = 0 we have f (0) = f (1) = 0. Finally we extend f from [0, 1] to the whole real line by periodicity. Let us prove that f ∈ Λ α . Fix a point x ∈ R and a number 0 < h ≤ 1. We aim to show that |f (x + h) − f (x)| ≤ Ch α for some absolute constant C > 0. There exists an increasing sequence of dyadic-rational points {a k } k∈Z such that [a k−1 , a k ) ∈ D, lim k→−∞ a k = x, lim k→+∞ a k = x + h, and for any n ∈ N there exists at most 4 dyadic intervals of rank n of the form [a k−1 , a k ). In other words, we consider a Whitney decomposition of the interval [x, x + h) with {a k } being the endpoints of the corresponding dyadic intervals. Given k ∈ Z denote by r k the length of the interval
Since by construction sup n 2 −n(1−α) S n ∞ < ∞, and the amount of points a k generating the dyadic intervals of rank n is bounded, there exists a constant C = C(α) > 0 such that
so f belongs to the corresponding Hölder class Λ α . Next we show that
Fix any x ∈ [0, 1) and an arbitrarily small δ > 0. By the last part of Lemma 4 there exists a number N such that 2 −n(1−α) S n (t) ≥ −δ for any n ≥ N and t ∈ [0, 1). Now fix any 0 < h ≤ 2 −N , and consider the Whitney decomposition of [x, x + h) as before. Clearly, r k ≤ 2 −N for all k ∈ Z, therefore we have
where 2 −n k = r k and sup k r k ≤ h. Since the numbers n k do not accumulate (we recall that for any n there are at most four numbers n k = n), it follows that . Consider a Whitney-type decomposition of [x, x + h m ) generated by {a k } k∈Z as above. In this case, since x + h m is dyadicrational, we assume
Since for any given rank there are at most 4 dyadic intervals of this rank of the form
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 5
We will construct the function f via a rarefied (with respect to space variable) and lacunary (with respect to frequency scale variable) wavelet series. In fact it will be an analogue of the classical Weierstrass functions which admits better control over the individual atoms. We start by defining the base wavelet ϕ ∈ C ∞ (R) that satisfies the following conditions
It is easy to verify (see e.g. [HT91] ) that for any sequence {c jk }, j ∈ Z, k ∈ Z + , satisfying |c jk | ≤ 2 −kα , k ∈ N, the function f := j∈Z,k∈N c jk ϕ jk , where ϕ jk (t) := ϕ(2 k t − j),
We consider a superlacunary sequence k n of positive integers that will be defined by induction. We put k 1 := 1. We set k n ≥ k n−1 + 4 to satisfy a certain condition (35) that we announce in a few lines. Next we put c jk := 2 −kα , if k = k n for some n ∈ N, and c jk ≡ 0 otherwise, and we let
For any m ≥ 2 we define S m := m−1 n=1 j∈Z c jkn ϕ jkn and R m := ∞ n=m j∈Z c jkn ϕ jkn to be the main part and the tail of the series representing f .
Assume we have defined k n for n = 1 . . . m − 1 (and therefore S m ) for some m ≥ 2. We pick k m to satisfy the following conditions:
for some very small absolute constant ε > 0 to be chosen later. Observe that for any m the functions ϕ jkm have disjoint supports, and there are nested sequences {J ± n } of intervals of length
. In other words, x + r ± m is the maximum/minimum point of the 2 −km -periodic function R m on the interval
, and 
Case (i).
Assume that the inequality holds, say, for r + m . We claim that in this case
Indeed, by (35) the sequence {k n } is chosen in such a way that for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 −km+1 we have
On the other hand, clearly,
On the other hand,
This proves (38) and we put h m := r 
Assume that the maximum is attained at r
, and arguing as in the case (i) we have
We then put h m := r It follows from the construction that these two sequences can be chosen in such a way that they both lie on the same side of x (right or left, but it depends on the point x), but it is not immediately clear that we can fix the side beforehands, i.e. that we can pick such a function f that both h m and h 
The Bloch Space
Let B be the Bloch space of analytic functions g in the unit disc D of the complex plane such that g B = sup z∈D (1 − |z| 2 )|g ′ (z)| < ∞. Makarov found a dictionary between Bloch functions and dyadic martingales which has been extremely useful. Given g ∈ B consider the dyadic martingale {S n } defined by where I is the dyadic interval of generation n which contains θ. It was proved that g * = sup n S n − S n−1 ∞ defines an equivalent seminorm in B. See [Mak89] . Makarov also proved several results on the size of the set {θ : lim sup r→1 |g(re 2πiθ )| α(1 − r) ≥ C} for various gauge functions α. See Lemma 6.11 and the related Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7 in [Mak89] . But these results do not seem to cover the following sharp estimate. Then dimE(η) ≤ Φ(η).
Proof. Consider the dyadic martingale {S n } defined in (40). Makarov proved the fundamental estimate: for 2 −n−1 < 1 − r ≤ 2 −n we have g(re 2πiθ ) = S n (θ) + O(1), 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
See [Mak89] . Hence Corollary 5 follows from Theorem 4.
